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ABSTRACT 
 
The business pressures which companies and organisations encounter are steadily 
growing. They continuously have to improve their efficiency to keep up with these 
new developments. One very important aspect in doing so is the reinforced adoption 
of computer based information systems. This paper focuses on a computer based 
system which is able to automate everyday business communication between 
distributed team members.  
Reliable and confidential message delivery, event notification, the integration of 
different end devices (mobile phones, PCs etc.) and the message transport across 
different networks (wireless, wired) have been allocated as the main system 
requirements. Based on these requirements the performance of two middleware 
technologies, namely CORBA and Web services, has been compared. The result of 
this comparison was that both technologies are suited to use for implementing such a 
system but both too, have strengths and weaknesses in achieving the stated 
requirements. 
CORBA for example, due to several supporting, already included services, allows the 
programmer to concentrate on the application development itself and use these 
services to ensure reliable and confidential message transmission. Additionally, 
CORBA is very efficient in using the bandwidth of the underlying communication 
network, but makes higher demands to the memory space available on clients. This is 
critical, if clients are mobile devices with limited resources.  
Web service technology is much more modest than CORBA with respect to the client 
side memory space, but message transmission requires much more bandwidth. Further 
one there are no built-in security and reliability services available for Web services, 
like there are for CORBA. Hence it is up the application programmer to manually 
implement these features; however he has not necessarily develop everything from 
scratch but can resort to already existing specifications, still having the freedom of 
developing specially tailored features. 
In short could be stated that CORBA is more consequential and consistent and WS 
technology is more adjustable and flexible. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In his book “Information Technology for Management” Turban et al. (2002) shows 
that environments that surround organizations are increasingly becoming more 
complex and fast moving. Turban et al. (2002) refers to this dramatic shift as the 
change from the Old Economy to the New or Digital Economy. He points out, that 
information technology (IT) is the major facilitator of this development. 
IT is the building block of computer based information and communication systems 
which are implemented by more and more companies and organizations. Thus these 
companies are able to store, process and transmit all types of information in a faster, 
cheaper and more efficient manner with the final ambition to thrive or simply to 
survive in this new dynamic business world. According to their adoption, information 
systems have been developed for different functional areas (accounting, finance, 
marketing etc.) and different support functionalities (office automation, group support, 
knowledge management etc.) within an enterprise (Turban et. al., 2002). 
With the main desire of better representing the distributed organizational structure of 
many enterprises and sharing resources, distributed systems have been developed as a 
special breed of computer based systems (Coulouris et al., 2001).  
There exist several intermediary software solutions, so called middleware, which 
enables the interaction of the heterogeneous and widespread components in a 
distributed system. This leads to the problem of identifying the very middleware 
platform which is best suited for the deployment of a particular distributed 
application (Coombs, 2002).  
This paper is aimed to find an answer to this problem for a distributed communication 
and management system which could be used by distributed co-operation partners in 
order to exchange information and coordinate their actions. 
CORBA and Web service technology – according to Gryazin et al. (2004) the two big 
players in the in the middleware field – have been chosen to compare their 
performance in a specific problem area with the final aim to provide a guideline 
expected to support the decision which of them to use when in comes to a real 
implementation within this problem area. 
This final aim is achieved by undertaking the three major steps described below. 
Firstly, the problem area is defined based on of a real world problem. The 
generalization of this problem then leads to an abstract model of a communications 
and organisation system with the following main requirements: The integration of 
heterogeneous clients, confidential and reliable message transmission and the 
possibility for the server to contact the client. 
Secondly, this system model is used as a template to theoretically implement one 
solution based on CORBA and one solution based on WS technology. 
Thirdly, this two resulting implementations are evaluated in order to find out which of 
the two middleware technologies is better able to realize the claimed requirements. 
The result is that both technologies are able to meet all the given requirements, but 
reveal strengths as well as weaknesses in doing so. The final decision, meaning which 
of the two technologies to use for a particular implementation, can be based only on 
both, the convenience of CORBA and WS technology in realizing some certain 
feature and the importance of this feature for the actual IS to be implemented. 
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The main structure of this report is now presented in its consecutive parts. 
The very next main chapter contains some background information about CORBA 
and Web services as the two middleware technologies examined in this paper.  
The next following chapter then is firstly a general introduction to the problem area 
and additionally points out the interest of the chosen problem. Secondly, a real world 
problem is illustrated, where a distributed information system could be of great 
advantage. Thirdly, based on this real world example a general representation of an 
IS is developed, its main requirements are pointed out and to find a middleware which 
is able to implement this system and solve the main requirements is sated as the main 
aim of the project. 
The method part converts the IS from the previous problem chapter to an abstract 
model of an information system and the main requirements together with the question 
how to solve them to the objectives. This is followed by a description how a literature 
analysis is applied to theoretically implement the system model by employing both 
CORBA and WS technology as middleware; this is short-spoken the presentation of 
the actual method invented to achieve the project aim. 
In the implementation part it is briefly motivated why CORBA and Web services  are a 
good choice for this kind of problem followed by a more detailed examination how 
these two technologies fulfil the given system requirements. 
Based on the implementation the following summary chapter firstly outlines the 
research results and secondly analysis the paper and puts the problem into the wider 
context of the subject area. 
The conclusion eventually sums up the report, demonstrates how its results could be 
used, by applying them to the real world problem and finally points to possible future 
work. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with definitions of the key 
concepts used in this report. 
In the first section the terms distributed system and middleware are generally 
characterized. The remainder of the chapter is a more detailed description of the two 
particular middleware technologies compared in this paper, namely CORBA and Web 
service technology.  
 
 
2.1 Distributed Systems and Middleware 
 
In distributed systems components located at networked computers communicate and 
coordinate their actions by passing messages (Coulouris et al., 2001). 
In most of the cases a distributed system is built of heterogeneous components, 
meaning various types of hardware (basically computers and networks) and 
applications written in different programming languages. The middleware is the 
software layer that masks the system heterogeneity and provides a convenient 
programming model to application programmers. Thus they can focus on the 
development of the application itself and do not have to struggle with the integration 
of the diverse computers and programs within the system (Coulouris et al., 2001). 
According to Coulouris et al. (2001) the client-server model is the most important and 
most often used model to generally exemplify a distributed system. Figure 1 illustrates 
a simple client sever model showing the basic properties of a distributed system, 
namely the clients and server as stand-alone devices interacting with each other by 
means of message passing. More precisely client processes interact with individual 
server processes located at separate host computers in order to access the shared 
resources that they manage (Coulouris et al., 2001).  
 

 

 
Figure 1   The basic client-server model (adapted by Coulouris et al., 2001) 

 
In order to improve the server performance, to advance application logic without 
having to change something on the client side and to support diverse client devices, 
the server has been split up into two (or even more) different server; one of them 
being e.g. a database server and one of them an application server. So the two-tier 
computing (client-server) was expanded to a three-tier computing (client – application 
server – database server) (Angel, 1999). 
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In two-tier computing Structured Query Language (SQL), which thus could be 
considered as the first middleware, was used to tie client and server together. In the 
three-tier computing model, depicted in Figure 2, SQL may still be the middleware 
layer between the database and the application server, but the pipes between the client 
and the application server are usually based on newer middleware technologies (e.g. 
Internet technology, CORBA, etc.) (Angel, 1999). 
 

 
 

Figure 2   The three-tier computer model (adapted by Angel, 1999) 
 
Throughout this paper by the term “server” is meant an application server and by 
“middleware” the communication layer between client and application server. 
The phrase “star-shaped distributed system” is used to refer to a distributed system 
which has one central server and several coequal and autonomous clients which 
communicate with this server. 
 
 
2.2 CORBA 
 
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) was created by the 
Object Management Group (OMG), which, with more than 800 members, is one of 
the world’s largest software consortiums (Angel, 1999). 
CORBA is a middleware design that allows application programs to communicate 
with one another irrespective of their programming language, their hardware and 
software platforms and the network they communicate over (OMG, 2004). 
In a CORBA based distributed system, applications typically communicate with each 
other by means of Remote Method Invocation (RMI); in other words CORBA RMI 
provides a possibility to invoke methods of objects which are located on remote 
computers. The interacting computers only have to be connected through some kind of 
network. Objects which are accessed in this way are referred to as remote objects. 
They are located on a server and are accessed by application programs located on 
clients (Coulouris et al., 2001). 
In order for an object to be invoked by a client it needs to implement an appropriate 
interface. CORBA’s Interface Definition Language (IDL) allows interfaces to objects 
to be defined independent of the object’s implementation languages itself. After 
defining an interface in IDL, the interface definition is used as input to a CORBA IDL 
compiler which produces the so called proxy and skeleton objects, which are utilized 
to link the remote object with the invoking object (Tari et al., 2001). 
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Figure 3 illustrates the main components of CORBA. Several separate objects and 
modules are involved in achieving a remote method invocation. Below these modules 
and their main functions are described in more detail. 
Each client implements in addition to the actual application (client program) one 
proxy object for each remote object it needs to invoke. The role of a proxy, also called 
stub, is to make RMI transparent to the client by behaving like a local object. But 
instead of executing an invocation, it marshals it into a request message and sends it to 
the targeted remote object. Incoming reply messages are unmarshalled and the result 
is returned to the invoker program. Each server has one object adapter and a skeleton 
for each class representing a remote object. Incoming request messages are despatched 
by the object adapter via skeleton (responsible for unmarschalling of the message) to 
the appropriate remote object. Results are marshalled by the skeleton into a replay 
message and sent back to the client (Coulouris et al., 2001). 
This just described procedure requires the client to have an IDL stub for each interface 
it uses on a server. The Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) allows the client to invoke 
objects, without implementing an according IDL stub. This could be necessary if the 
remote object is created after the client object. A server side analogue of DII is the 
Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI), which is a way to deliver reply messages to 
dynamic invocations. For remote objects and their interfaces to be identified at 
runtime they are stored in the Interface Repository (Connolly et al., 2002). 
The Object Request Brokers (ORBs) on both the client and server side are the 
communication modules which are responsible for transmitting request and reply 
messages. CORBA uses the so called General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP) to convey 
messages between applications. GIOP represents the transmitted messages in a binary 
format (Mowbray et al., 1997). 

 
Figure 3   The main components of the CORBA architecture  
(adapted by Connolly et al., 2002 and Coulouris et al., 2001) 

 
CORBA additionally includes specifications for supporting services (e.g. the Naming 
Service, Security Service, Event Service, etc.) which are ingenerated in the ORB and 
provide main functions for the communication between distributed objects (Coulouris 
et al., 2001). Some of these services are explained in more detail in subchapter 5.2. 
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2.3 Web Service Technology 
 
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), which is an international industry 
consortium consisting of more than 400 organizations worldwide and responsible for 
developing standards for the Internet, defines a Web service as follows: 

A Web service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-
machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-
processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web 
service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP messages, typically 
conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-
related standards (W3C Working Group, 2004). 

Thus Web services (WS) could be regarded as a middleware technology that uses an 
Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) based protocol (namely the Simple Object 
Access Protocol or SOAP) to allow applications to exchange data across the Web or 
any other network.  
Figure 4 shows the key Web service standards. These standards, which are all based 
on XML, are Web services Description Language (WSDL), Universal Description, 
Discovery and Integration (UDDI) and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). They 
are described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 
The mechanism of the message exchange for a particular WS is documented in a Web 
service description (WSD). The WSD is a machine-processable specification of the 
Web service's interface, written in WSDL (W3C Working Group, 2004). 
The UDDI registry offers service providers a possibility to store information 
describing their business, including the Web services supported by their SOAP 
processors, and allows potential requestors to access this information. Once a client 
knows the specifications of the Web service (basically the transmission protocol, 
message formats and WS location) it wants to access, it can communicate directly 
with the host computer of the Web service. This is generally done by using SOAP to 
send XML messages over HTTP between the different client and server applications 
or processes (Newcomer, 2001).  
As in WS applications the actual communication is very often done over the Internet, 
as a result the client and server do usually not communicate directly with each other 
but, as it is well known from the Internet style, over one ore more intermediary 
components like proxies, routers and gateways (Maeda et al. 2003). 

 
Figure 4   Web service Technologies (adapted by Newcomer, 2001) 
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XML is the foundation which Web services are built on. It is the key to all the other 
Web services standards, because it enables an interoperable data representation and 
allows heterogeneous applications to communication across the Internet. XML is 
similar to the well-established Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML), having 
elements, attributes, and values. However, whereas HTML defines how elements are 
displayed, XML defines the data those elements contain (Newcomer, 2001). 
Both XML and HTML are actually special applications of the Standard Generalized 
Markup Language (SGML) which has been an international standard for over a 
decade. The basis for SGML is a powerful but simple concept: the separation of 
structure and content. The eventual development of XML was a trade-off between 
HTML's simplicity but functional shortcoming and SGML's power but formidable 
complexity. XML eliminates some of the features that make SGML hard to implement 
while offering significantly better flexibility and power than HTML (Impressions 
White Paper, 1998). 
The XML syntax used in Web services technology describes how data is generally 
represented, defines how the data is transmitted, and specifies how the services are 
published and discovered (Newcomer, 2001).  
According to Newcomer (2001) the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) – which 
is actually an application of the XML specification – is perhaps the most significant of 
all Web service technologies. It allows the sender and the receiver of XML documents 
over the Web to support a common data transfer protocol for effective networked 
communication. Due to this major importance of its underlying protocol, Web service 
technology is frequently referred to as SOAP. 
A SOAP message consists of an envelope containing an optional header and a 
required body, as shown in Figure 5. The header is designed to contain blocks of 
information how to process the message. Here it is possible for the parties exchanging 
messages to include not only routing and delivery settings, but also security 
measurements. The body finally contains the actual message content to be delivered 
(Snell et al. 2002). 

 
Figure 5   The SOAP message structure (Adapted by Snell et al. 2002) 

 
Despite its name, SOAP does not include an object model (as for example CORBA 
does). SOAP defines a one-way XML messaging protocol on top of which additional 
applications can be built, including the request/response interaction style familiar to 
object oriented processing, asynchronous messaging and event notification 
(Newcomer, 2001). 
The specification of a common object model is not necessary though. This is because 
the client and server do not have to share or even know one another’s underlying 
application design, but because of the self-describing SOAP messages, the message’s 
content can be mapped to any object model (Patil, 2003).
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3 PROBLEM 
 
By now various computer-based systems have been implemented to solve a lot of 
different tasks. Accounting, finance, marketing and e-commerce are only few of the 
areas where information systems have been successfully deployed. The internet and 
intranets are widely used as information and communication platforms. E-mail and 
SMS are part of the daily life and have strongly influenced the way in which people 
communicate with each other. In business environments workflow systems have been 
implemented to automate the intra-corporate information flow and document 
exchange. 
An area where these new technological achievements could be combined to create 
new value added services is the communication between a company and its field- or 
home workers.  
In fact there are already some ambitious efforts within this area. SourceOne 
Healthcare Technologies located in Mentor, Ohio for example, has selected 
FieldCenrix, a Californian software firm, to provide its service engineers out in the 
field with Handheld Pocket PC’s for real-time communication and data transfer. 
SourceOne is a distributor of imaging equipment, radiographic supplies and services 
to health care facilities across the country. It plans to equip its 800 field service 
engineers with FieldCentrix FX Mobile wireless workflow software and mobile 
computers running Windows Mobile 2003 software for Pocket PC's. The software will 
allow SourceOne's field service engineers to capture data electronically and then 
communicate via wireless technology with the customer’s service centre (Clark, 
2004). “SourceOne was looking for a way to cut costs, increase operational 
efficiency, and improve cash flow – all while providing outstanding service to its 
customers,” said Rick Roll, FieldCentrix president and CEO (Clark, 2004). 
With the same aim in mind many more companies could start investing in this new 
form of information systems. And these systems need not to be limited only to the 
wireless sector, but could include conventional PCs as well. One could think of 
organizations or departments where the employees work mostly externally, like in the 
case of SourceOne, but also might be doing some work at home (e.g. travelling 
salesmen, insurance agents, social services, ambulant nursing services etc). Instead of 
handling the communication between the organization and its field- or home workers 
ad hoc by phone calls, e-mails, letters and personal visits at the companies headquarter 
it could be automated. This automated communication could be accomplished by 
using the company’s internal system as server and the employee’s mobile phones, 
PDAs or home computers as clients for all sort of information exchange (e.g. 
coordinating customer calls or exchanging customers’ data).  
And this is exactly the point where the middleware issue is starting to get important, 
because it is the middleware which connects the server and the client. And this 
middleware must be able to manage the integration of the different client and network 
types and meet the main requirements which a company, operating such a system, is 
most likely to ask for?  
So far CORBA and WS technology have been presented as the two middleware 
technologies witch are going to be compared how well they perform with respect to 
some certain system requirements. The motivation why exactly these two technologies 
have been chosen for this comparison will be done in a later step (5.1) in this report.  
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At first however it might be useful to elaborate what the main requirements are, an 
information system deployed in the just described problem area is most likely to have. 
In the following by problem area is meant an environment where a distributed 
communications and coordination supporting IS can expediently be deployed and 
mainly has the below stated requirements. 
The next following subchapter (5.1) describes a real world problem where a just 
mentioned information system would be a major improvement, meaning it would save 
working time, reduce communication errors and eventually save money. It illustrates 
how this kind of system could look and work like in the everyday business of a 
nursing service.  
In subchapter 3.2 this real world example is than firstly, used in to derive the main 
requirements of such an information system and secondly, generalized in order to 
make it applicable to the whole problem area.  
In 3.3 the actual problem question is stated based on the findings in 3.1 and 3.2. 
Finally, in the delimitation the scope of the answer to this question in defined. 
 
 
3.1 Real World Example 
 
The following example is based on an everyday procedure within the Family Support 
Service (FSS) in the German city of Hof. The FSS is a social nursing service with ten 
full-time and about 40 part-time employees. It is a subdivision of a large social 
organization and is concerned with the ambulant support and ministration of families 
with handicapped children and ill people, all of which are attended at home. The 
individual working schedules for all the employees are created on a weekly basis, but 
are frequently necessary to be changed within the week they are valid, and this occurs 
fairly often at short notice (Miess, 2003). 
Charlie is an employee at this just described social nursing service. His job is to take 
care of old, ill and handicapped people who live at home. Charlie passes by at the 
office of his boss Sara every Friday to get his working schedule for the following 
week. It would be much more convenient and faster if the schedule would 
automatically be sent to Charlie’s home computer directly after it is created by his 
boss. Furthermore, changes on an existing schedule could be submitted directly to 
Charlie, without any extra interaction between him and his boss (e.g. by phone calls, 
emails etc.). These changes should not be sent only to Charlie’s home computer, but 
also to his mobile phone as he might be out on duty. It is obvious that it is vital for 
these messages to be delivered absolutely reliably to Charlie, in order for the FSS to 
maintain a high-quality service. Furthermore these messages should be sent 
automatically as soon as any changes occur, without requiring the employee to ask for 
them, simply because he would not know when to do so. 
Beside this message passing in order for work coordination, Charlie and his boss 
exchange information about patients. This is data passed to Charlie about new patients 
he has to take care for and changes of data about existing patients (health state, 
medication etc.) which Charlie wants to pass to the FFS office. As this is highly 
private data, it is crucial for it to be transmitted in a secure way, so that no 
unauthorized third party could get access to it. 
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3.2 Generalization 
 
Based on the example in the previous subchapter the main requirements of an 
information system which is aimed to be deployed in that kind of area can be deduced. 
These main requirements, are the integration of heterogeneous clients and network 
(PCs, mobile phone, and the according transmission networks), confidential (patient 
data) and reliable (schedule changes) message delivery and the possibility for the 
server to get active by contacting the client if necessary. In distributed system 
parlance the latter one is also called “event notification”, meaning that the server 
notifies the client when something happens the client should know about (Coulouris et 
al., 2001). 
Although the requirements stated above might be derived form a specific real world 
problem does not mean that they are only true for this very kind of problem. Rather is 
this example ought to represent a whole range of application fields which fall into the 
problem area. They could widely differ from each other for example in terms of the 
type and frequency of messages being transmitted between participants, as long as 
they share the same main requirements. 
Especially reliability and confidentiality are essential not only in this very problem 
area, but are of vital importance for distributed communications systems in general. 
Peterson et al. (2000) identifies reliable message delivery as one of the most important 
features in a network and Coulouris et al. (2001) emphasises the high importance of 
security in a distributed system and particularly refers in this context to confidentiality 
as the protection of data against disclosure and unauthorized individuals. 
 
 
3.3 Formulating the Aim 
 
The aim of this final year project is to investigate on the following interesting question 
which results from the problem area illustrated throughout this chapter. 
 

What type of middleware technology (CORBA or Web service 
technology) is appropriate to use for application-to-application interaction 
in a star-shaped distributed system, where the clients build an orchestra of 
several different sorts of devices (mobile phones, PCs, PDAs), the 
communication needs to be in the most cases reliable or confidential and 
event notification needs to be supported? 

 
As already mentioned in 2.1, the term “star-shaped distributed system” is used to 
illustrate the fact that one server is surrounded by several clients who independently of 
each other interact with this server. This is basically the adaptation of the predominant 
client-server model to an environment where many clients access one server. 
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Figure 6 visualizes the problem question. It contains mobile and fix clients and 
additionally illustrates reliability, confidentiality and event notification as the main 
requirements. The question marks indicate the problem to find the middleware 
technology which is best able to solve these requirements. 
 
 

  ? 
 

 ? 
 
 
 
 

 ? 
 
 
 

Figure 6   Visualization of the problem question 

 
 
 
3.4 Delimitation 
 
For this work the two big players in the middleware field, namely CORBA and Web 
service technology have been chosen to be compared with respect to the described 
problem. Or more precisely, this paper focuses on the performance of these two 
technologies according to the delivery of reliable and confidential messages and event 
notification as the three major message transmission requirements; and as the clients 
in the problem environment could be normal PCs as well as mobile phones, and 
especially the latter have limited memory and computing power this aspect is 
considered too. 
The resulting differences between CORBA and Web services are based on a 
theoretical performance comparison according to the stated problem. They can not be 
considered as the total amount of differences or possibly not even the most important 
differences between these two technologies in general. 
The actual software implementation, maintenance costs and user-friendliness of the 
resulting system, as well other important aspects of building information systems in 
general, are outside the scope of this paper. 
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4 METHOD 
 
This chapter is aimed to familiarize the reader with information about the objectives of 
this project and the method which is used to find firstly a solution for each of the 
objectives and finally an answer to the main problem question. 
To find this answer, the pictorial problem question from chapter 3.3 is adopted as a 
abstract model of an information system, which on the one hand presents the main 
requirements of this system and determines the choice of the right middleware as the 
main challenge to find a solution for. 
 
 
4.1 Defining the Objectives 
 
Based on this system model, two main objectives could be derived. Firstly, which 
middleware technologies are generally appropriate to use and secondly, how well do 
these technologies solve the main system requirements. 
 
An overview of the objectives is stated below: 
 

1. Why are CORBA and WS technology appropriate middleware solutions for 
this problem? 

2. How well do these two technologies manage to solve the main system 
requirements? Which are: 
a. Client and network integration 
b. Confidential message transmission 
c. Reliable message transmission 
d. Event notification 

 
 
4.2 Presenting the Method 
 
The system model introduced at the beginning of this chapter could be seen as pattern, 
describing what features each of the particular middleware technologies must support 
either way, for the resulting system based on each of them to solve the desired aim. 
After having defined the “what” the consequentially following step is to investigate 
the “how”. For this purpose a close examination of those CORBA and WS technology 
features is necessary which are best suited for accomplishing the given objectives. 
So far CORBA and Web service technology have already been presented to the reader 
as the two middleware solutions which will be compared to each other. Nevertheless it 
might be beneficial to motivate this choice before starting to elaborate on the 
implementation details themselves. 
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The implementation itself then, as well as the motivation for the choice of the two 
technologies for the performance comparison is based on a literature analysis.  
According to Berndtsson et al. (2002) a literature analysis is “a systematic 
examination of a problem, by means of an analysis of published sources, undertaken 
with a specific purpose in mind”. 
In the context of this project this means to methodically analyse literature sources with 
the specific intention to determine which of the exiting middleware technologies are 
able to solve the given problem and to what extend they are able to do so. 
 
The first step is to collect general data about CORBA and WS technology. This part is 
mainly based on books as they are very well suited for providing a broad knowledge 
about the fundamentals of the two technologies.  
The next step then is to systematically gather more detailed information, meaning to 
especially look for literature which is concerned with issues related to the objectives 
stated in the previous chapter. Those are for example OMG specifications of the 
CORBA Security and Event service and published articles about security and 
reliability for Web services. As the concern of this second step is, especially in the 
case of Web services, a fast moving area this part of the literature analysis is rather 
based on recent articles than on books, simply because articles are more up to date 
than books. 
Then the collected data is classified according to its relevance and timeliness. Based 
on the most relevant and most up-to-date data the requirements of the abstract system 
model are theoretically implemented by using both CORBA and WS technology as 
middleware. Having done this, the two resulting implementation concepts are 
compared to each other and it is possible to determined which of them solves which 
objective better; or at all.  
The final aim is to find out which of these middleware technologies has in average a 
better overall performance according to the specified main problem – the 
implementation of a heterogeneous multi-client distributed system with the necessity 
for confidential and reliable message transmission and event notification support.  
 
This just described method, meaning the theoretical, literature analysis based 
implementation of a real world based, general template system, is especially invented 
for this project. This combination is aimed to ensure on the one hand the practical 
relevancy of the problem by connecting it to a real world case, and on the other hand 
the dependability of the results by applying a reliable scientific method to solve the 
problem. 
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5 IMPLEMENTATION 
 
The content of this chapter is basically the theoretical implementation of the system 
model as described in the method. Before the implementation part though there is a 
brief motivation why CORBA and Web service technology are appropriate to use as 
middleware in the specified problem environment and have been chosen for this 
project. 
 

5.1 Why CORBA and WS Technology 
 
With regard to the diversified problem area and the features of CORBA and Web 
services it seems that they are both well suited as middleware solutions for this sort of 
distributed information system. At first should be stated that almost whatever can be 
accomplished by CORBA can be accomplished by WS technologies and vice versa, 
although the amount of effort required might be significantly different (Gokhale et al. 
2002). 
CORBA has been widely used as a basis for many software applications in a number 
of areas such as telecommunications, finance, e-commerce and healthcare (El Khatib, 
2003). A considerable amount of effort has been put in CORBA on interoperability in 
heterogeneous operating environments (Raatikainen, 2003). 
Web services are ideal for loosely linking applications. They represent a business 
process that can be accessed by anyone, anywhere, using any type of device. Any 
program can be mapped to Web services, and Web services can be mapped to any 
program. XML is flexible enough to accommodate any data type and structure and 
even to create new ones, if necessary. Even though Web services are ideal for using 
the internet as the underlying transport layer, other transports can be used too 
(Newcomer, 2001). 
Both CORBA and Web service technology are suited as middleware solutions in a 
mobile environment (Gryazin et al., 2004).  
 

5.2 CORBA Implementation 
 
In addition to the Object Request Broker (ORB) as the communication module and the 
GIOP as the communication protocol between ORBs, CORBA includes specifications 
for a number of additional services (called CORBAservices) and the possibility to map 
GIOP to different transport protocols (e.g. TCP/IP).  
The Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is a protocol for 
sending information across sometimes-unreliable networks (i.e. the WWW) with the 
assurance that it will arrive in uncorrupted form. TCP/IP is the standard protocol for 
the Internet (Turban et al., 2002). 
Some of the initially addressed services are the Naming Service, the Trading Service, 
the Event Service and the Security Service; they are implemented in the ORB 
(Coulouris et al., 2001). 
For this implementation the Event and the Security Service are of particular 
importance, as they support the demanded system requirements.  
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Subchapter 5.1.1 deals with the communication protocol mapping and the client 
integration. The remaining two subchapters contain a description of the CORBA 
Security (5.1.2) and Event Service (5.1.3) can be applied to ensure confidentiality, 
reliability and event notification. 
 

5.2.1 Network and Client Integration 
 
As already described in the Background, the client and server communication module 
between the client and the server is the Object Request Broker (ORB). The data 
exchange between the ORBs is defined by the General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP). 
GIOP runs on top of a connection oriented transport protocol and is neutral with this 
underlying protocol (Tari, 2001). 
The GIOP has thus been adapted for the Internet via the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol 
(IIOP), which defines a mapping from the GIOP to TCP/IP (Malik, 2001). 
Even though TCP/IP can be used and is used for wireless communication it is not the 
best protocol to use in this environment (Raatikainen, 2003). 
In order to handle CORBA more efficiently over a wireless link the Wireless 
Application Protocol (WAP) can be applied. WAP provides a complete environment 
for wireless applications that includes a wireless counterpart of TCP/IP and a 
framework for telephony integration such as call control and phone book access 
(Computer Desktop Encyclopaedia, 2000). 
Ruggaber et al. (1999) proposes the Wireless Inter-ORB Protocol (WIOP) to map the 
GIOP to the WAP in order to provide a transparent, disconnection tolerant CORBA 
interface for distributed applications on wireless devices. Thus the disadvantage of 
CORBA not being well-suited for handling unreliable connections (because of the 
tight coupling between client and server) is equalized.  
In an experiment for measuring the processing speed of CORBA and SOAP for 
wireless channels like GSM, HSCSD etc., Gryazin (2004) demonstrates the possibility 
to install an ORB core an a mobile device. 
 

5.2.2 Security Service  
 
The CORBA security specification is designed to allow implementations to provide 
protection against the following among others (OMG, 2002):  

• Unauthorized user access to confidential information 
• Eavesdropping on a communication line, to gain access to confidential data 
• User masquerading as someone else, in order to obtaining access to whatever 

that user he pretends to be, is authorized to do 
The application programmer does not have to take care about implementing an own 
security mechanism to ensure confidential messages delivery; he can simply use the 
CORBA Security Service. He only has to decide which specific security technology 
(e.g. encryption algorithm) he wants to use. As The CORBA security model is 
security technology neutral he has the freedom of using the encryption algorithm of 
his own choice, e.g. one with either symmetric or asymmetric key technology (OMG, 
2002).  
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5.2.3 Event Service 
 
The CORBA Event Service is intended to support asynchronous communication 
among objects. In Event Service parlance, the server is called a supplier, the client is 
called consumers, and the communication channel is called the event channel 
(Srinivasan, 2000).  
Suppliers produce events and consumers process events. Events are communicated 
between suppliers and consumers by standard CORBA requests and reply messages.  
There are two approaches of initiating event communication between suppliers and 
consumers. They are called the push model and the pull model. The push model allows 
a supplier of events to initiate the transfer of the event data to the consumers. The pull 
model allows a consumer of events to request the event data from a supplier. In the 
push model, the supplier is taking the initiative; in the pull model, the consumer is 
taking the initiative (OMG, 2001). 
The push model is exactly the one which can be used for a server initiated 
communication between the client object and the server object. The consumer object 
only needs to implement an appropriate interface – the so called PushConsumer 
interface – to give the supplier object a possibility to invoke it (OMG, 2001). 
The reliability demand of the template system described in the method though, is not 
yet solved. This is because the CORBA Event Service comprises no specification for 
reliable message delivery (Srinivasan, 2000).  
Défago (1997) introduces an extension of the CORBA Event Service to ensure 
reliable message passing. To add this reliability feature requires no modification of the 
CORBA specification, and can be applied to any standard Event Service. Défago 
(1997) calls the resulting service the Reliable Event Service. The Reliable Event 
Service does not change the complexity of the underlying communication and does 
not cause any communication overhead compared to the standard Event Service.  
The Reliable Event Service is split into three parts. The first part comprises the 
detection of lost messages, in order to emit a notification. The second part supports the 
reduction of actual losses by retrying unsuccessful transmissions. Finally, the last part 
ensures that messages which are sent first are also delivered fist (Défago, 1997). 
The CORBA Event Service in combination with the additional reliability features is 
well suited for meeting the demands made by the system model. 
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5.3 WS Technology Implementation 
 
The following three subchapters contain an illustration of how WS accomplish 
network and client integration (5.2.1), a general description of Web service security, 
reliability and event notification (5.2.2), and the introduction to standards and 
protocols how security, reliability and event notification can be implemented (5.2.3). 
 
 
5.3.1 Network and Client Integration 
 
As SOAP, the Web service transaction protocol, is based on Internet technology, 
SOAP messages are very well suited for the transmission over the Web. But SOAP 
can also bee transmitted over wireless channels like the Global System for Mobile 
Communication (GSM) - the predominant digital cellular phone technology - and its 
further developments the High Speed Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD) and General 
the Packet Radio Service (GPRS) (Gryazin, 2004). 
With SOAP, unreliable connections in the mobile environment can be taken care of by 
proxies that rout transmitted messages accordingly and retransmit the message in case 
of a disconnection between server and client. A big advantage is that the sender and 
receiver do not have to be aware of the proxies (Gokhale, 2002). 
For being able to process the transmitted XML messages, the server needs to 
implement an XML-generator and the client an XML-parser. In the SOAP-CORBA 
performance test for wireless channels mention in 5.2.1 a SOAP client plus an XML-
parser were installed on a mobile device and it turned out that this client side library 
needs fairly little memory space. But as verbose XML messages are transmitted, the 
request/response time is relatively high and due to the parsing of the message the 
client requires additionally to the system library some extra amount of free memory 
(Gryazin, 2004). 
 
 
5.3.2 WS Security and Reliability in General 
 
Although the W3C might define what a Web service is, they do not define any 
security standards for Web services. But since SOAP is based on common Internet 
standards it is rather easy to build security at the level of the transport layer using 
Internet technologies such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or XML signature (Gokhale 
et al., 2002). According to Gokul (2002) the idea is to make use of the specific 
structure of a SOAP message, to integrate security measures into Web services. As 
already noted in the background, SOAP messages consist of an envelope, header and 
body part. Secure SOAP messages are generally achieved by incorporating security 
information and mechanisms into the SOAP header. In other words, Web service 
security can be achieved by introducing XML security technologies such as XML 
encryption and XML digital signatures into the Web services domain by including 
them in SOAP messages. Some Web service vendors have already started offering 
some security services (e.g. Microsoft’s Passport and Sun’s Liberty Alliance for 
network identity) (Gokul, 2002). 
Reliable messaging is much like the just described confidential message transmission; 
meaning that the Web services architecture defined by the World Wide Web 
Consortium does not itself give specific support for reliable messaging. Reliable 
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message delivery is most often achieved via an acknowledgement infrastructure, 
which is a set of rules defining how the parties to a message should communicate with 
each other concerning the receipt of that message and its validity. WS-Reliability 
(Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC, Oracle, Sonic Software, and Sun Microsystems) and WS-
ReliableMessaging (BEA, IBM, Microsoft, and TIBCO) are examples of 
specifications developed by different interfirm cooperations for an acknowledgement 
infrastructure that leverage the SOAP Extensibility Model (W3C Working Group, 
2004). 
From this it follows that for the Web service developer to acquire confidential and 
reliable message delivery he or she either can come up with an own security and 
reliability protocol or resort to one of the protocol specifications developed by 
cooperating enterprises as mentioned in the previous paragraphs. 
The same is true for event notification. As there is nothing like the CORBA Event 
Service available for Web services, it is up to the application developer to build a Web 
service which comprises this feature; whereas it is possible to use already existing 
protocols which support event notification.  
Some of these already existing Web service security, reliability and event notification 
standards and protocols are part of the next chapter. 
 
 
5.3.3 WS Security and Reliability Standards 
 
Even though there might be no universally valid Web service security and reliability 
specifications suggested by the World Wide Web Consortium, there exist such 
standards. These are protocol specifications published by development cooperation of 
companies like Fujitsu, Sun Microsystems, IBM, Microsoft and others, which might 
lead to single standardized specifications (Maeda et al., 2003). 
In fact, the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 
(OASIS) has standardized a security specification referred to as Web Service Security 
1.0 (WSSecurity 1.0). OASIS is a non-profit global consortium that drives the 
development convergence and adoption of e-business standards. OASIS’s Technical 
Committees (TC) are currently discussing specifications called Web Service Reliable 
Messaging and Web Service Notification amongst others (OASIS, 2004). 
WSSecurity provides mechanisms that prevent various threats in the SOAP message 
layer. It mainly consist of security tokens (for user identification), digital signatures 
(ensures integrity) and encryption (keeps a SOAP message confidential).  
Maeda et al. (2003) shows how XML digital signature, XML encryption and a reliable 
messaging function can be applied to build a protocol for implementing secure and 
reliable Web services. This protocol applies XML digital signatures to ensure that a 
signed XML document has been proved by the signer and has not been altered since it 
was signed. XML encryption is used to ensure the confidentiality of an XML 
document. The Web service security specification defines a method that associates an 
XML digital signature and XML encryption elements with a SOAP message. These 
specifications are included in a SOAP header block. The protocol also specifies a so 
called reliable message function. This function offers (in addition to message delivery 
without duplication and non-repudiation) a bi-directional delivery guarantee. Thus it 
enables SOAP messages to be transmitted between clients and Web servers with 
guaranteed reliability. The even described protocol invented by Maeda et al. (2003) 
also offers a possibility for a server initiated message transmission. 
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6 SUMMARY 
 
This chapter contrasts and evaluates the ways of how CORBA and Web services can 
be applied to meet the requirements of a communications and organisation supporting 
IS as they have been pointed out in the problem description. Additionally some 
general differences between CORBA and WS technology are considered too. In the 
analysis part the report itself is evaluated and the problem question is put into the 
wider context of the subject area.  
 
 
6.1 Results 
 
The following first two paragraphs present some general differences between CORBA 
and Web services, mostly based on the information given in the background. This is 
followed by a summing-up of the differences between these two technologies with 
respect to the problem question of this paper. The very last part of this subchapter is 
the depiction of all of these results in the form of a table. 

In CORBA the client and server communicate by means of RMI (remote method 
invocation), that assumes that all interacting entities comply with a common object 
model (e.g. among other things the client needs to implement an appropriate proxy 
class for each remote object it wants to invoke). As a result CORBA is best suited for 
developing distributed object-oriented applications within a domain, with centrally 
designed roles and responsibilities for all participants. And where these participants 
are tightly coupled, meaning they do not change that frequently but interact on a 
regular basis. 

Web services on the contrary, standardize the exchanged SOAP messages rather than 
the underlying architecture. These messages then contain not only the actual message 
content, but also information about how they are processed and can be mapped to an 
arbitrary object model. Hence, the interacting parties do not have know ore share one 
another’s underlying application design, but only have to be able to process the 
exchanged self-describing SOAP messages. As a result Web services are good to use 
in environments where it is not possible to get an agreement for a shared application 
model. They allow spontaneous communication between loosely couples participants 
with different domains. 

Both technologies achieve network integration in similar ways. CORBA uses the 
Internet Inter ORB Protocol (IIOP) for message transmission over the Internet and the 
Wireless Inter ORB Protocol (WIOP) for wireless networks. Web services use in both 
cases the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). 

In the mobile environment both, CORBA and WS technology have their strengths and 
weaknesses. As CORBA represents the transmitted messages in a binary format, it 
efficiently uses the resource limited wireless networks. A disadvantage though might 
be the large ORB system library which needs to be implemented on the mobile device. 
WS technology is almost the contrary. The SOAP client plus the XML parser are very 
memory space efficient (even though some extra amount of free memory might be 
necessary for processing the message), but the transmission of XML messages requires 
a much higher bandwidth.  
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As both, the memory space of mobile devices and the bandwidth of mobile networks 
are steadily growing; these just mentioned objectives are generally of declining 
importance. Nevertheless it is important to keep these facts in mind. It could for 
example be necessary for some applications with special requirements in this context 
to evaluate these differences between CORBA and Web services more carefully to 
detect which one is better suited. 

Bigger is the performance difference between CORBA and WS technology when in 
comes to reliable and confidential message delivery and event notification. CORBA’s 
ORB offers for nearly all of these requirements already implemented CORBAservices; 
even though some small adjustments are necessary to achieve reliability. Web services 
do not offer such kind of services. There exist standards and protocols which can be 
used to implement the desired features, but it is up to the application programmer to 
do so. The advantage might be here, that the programmer has greater freedom how to 
implement the system properties and he might tailor them to exactly the particular 
requirements of the system to be implemented. 

Web service technology has some further advantages with respect to possible future 
enlargements of the system. Especially if the communication flow should transcend 
the company’s or organization’s border; meaning that customers or business partners 
are planned to be integrated to some degree. The flexibility of Web services and their 
capability to integrate loosely coupled components are well suited to realize this 
integration. This could even further enhance the utility of an information and 
communication system by resulting in a higher customer satisfaction and retention. 
The possibility for the system to be easily expanded is not explicitly stated in the 
system requirements, but it might be useful to think of before starting an actual 
implementation. 
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Table 1 depicts the just described difference between CORBA and Web services. 
Both, some general aspects as well as differences with respect to problem related 
aspects are included. 
 

Criterion CORBA WS technology 
general criteria 

Message semantics Remote Method Invocation self-describing 
SOAP messages 

Data model 
client and server share  

a common object-oriented 
model 

Arbitrary;  
SOAP message can be 

mapped to any object model 

Client-Server coupling tight 
( -> higher consistency) 

loose 
( -> higher flexibility) 

problem related criteria 

Fixed network 
integration IIOP over TCP/IP SOAP over TCP/IP 

Mobile network 
integration 

WIOP over 
GSM, HSCSD, GPRS 

SOAP over 
GSM, HSCSD, GPRS 

Client-side library capacious ORB library 
(about 700 – 800 kB)1 

small client side library 
(about 30 – 40 kB  

+ message dependent 
processing memory) 1 

Message size and 
bandwidth usage 

binary message 
representation results in 

efficient bandwidth usage 

verbose SOAP messages 
cause high transmission time 

Confidential message 
transmission CORBA Security Services 

need to be implemented by 
the application programmer 

by using for example 
XML encryption 

XML digital signature 
(OASIS standard exits) 

Reliable message 
transmission 

Event notification 

Reliable CORBA Event 
Service 

need to be implemented by 
the application programmer 
(Standardization in progress) 

Table 1   CORBA and Web services in contrast 

 
1 Gryazine et al. (2004) 
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6.2 Analysis 

A retrospective in-depth analysis of this report revealed, that the reader could 
probably get an imperfect general impression about CORBA and Web services. As the 
report does not strongly emphasises the opposite, he or she could understand that these 
two technologies are two sites of the same coin, meaning they are mainly developed 
for fulfilling the same functions, but only differ in how they achieve this. This is 
because this paper is largely focused on technical aspects of how CORBA and WS 
technology work in general and how they solve certain technical tasks in particular, 
and provides not that much general background information about their underlying 
paradigms and the fundamental drivers behind their development. The report would 
have been more comprehensive and more complete, if some of this additional 
information were included in the background. None the less, the final results would 
have been the same but this information might have contributed to a better 
understanding of the overall picture. 
The following brief discussion is firstly aimed to avoid the reader getting the just 
mentioned wrong impression (that CORBA and Web services are basically the same 
car in different colours) and secondly to put the problem dealt within this project into 
the wider context of the subject area. Figure 7 is aimed to illustrate the following 
discussion. 
Although CORBA and Web services might be practically interchangeable it is 
important to understand that they were developed for different reasons, based on 
different paradigms and using different technologies. CORBA is an object-oriented 
middleware, with well defined and robust features and services. While Web services 
are primary message based, with a perfect support for spontaneous and sporadic 
machine-to-machine communication (El Khatib, 2003). 
The problem area of this project is placed in the big area between the two borderline 
realms, where both technologies are basically suitable for serving as middleware. This 
paper covers (except of some technical background information) only those features 
of CORBA and WS technology (marked with an X in Fig. 7) which are important for 
the fulfilment of the given objectives. Hence, not all CORBA and WS features 
(marked with a dotted line) are included, and those which are included are discussed 
only to that extend (marked with a box) they contribute to the solution of the stated 
problems. Due to this narrow view of the technical details it was possible to figure out 
the existing differences with respect to the defined problem, but thereby risk 
conveying a biased impression of the big picture. Therefore it is important to finally 
show the wider context in which the problem is located. 

 
Figure 7   The problem in the wider context of the subject area 
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7 CONCLUSION 
 
In the following three subchapters the report is briefly summed up, it is demonstrates 
how its results can be used, by applying them to the real world problem and finally 
possible future work is pointed out. 
 
 
7.1 Discussion  
 
More and more companies and organizations may start adopting distributed 
information systems, as the one described in this paper, in order to improve their 
everyday communication and organization. This means for application programmers 
which are consigned to build these systems that they will face the question what 
middleware technology to use for their implementation. 
In this paper a comparison has been presented of CORBA and Web service 
technology as two big players in the middleware area. They have been evaluated with 
respect to their support for reliable and confidential message transmission in wired 
and wireless networks, with the additional demand for the server being able to contact 
the client if necessary. 
In conclusion, due to the already available supporting services and the binary message 
representation, CORBA seems to bee a better fit as middleware for solid systems with 
a centrally designed underlying object model where a highly assured support for 
reliable and confidential message transmission in necessary and the efficient use of the 
transmission network’s bandwidth is of some importance. Whereas then the mobile 
clients have to possess enough memory space for the CORBA system library to be 
installed. 
For customized systems which optionally might be expanded, or the integration of 
loosely coupled participants, the advantage of the flexibility (self-describing SOAP 
messages) is a strong argument to use WS technology. Since the client side system 
library is rather small, Web services are in addition good in environments where the 
mobile client devices have limited system memory available. But therefore a higher 
message transmission time has to be accepted. 
 
A universally valid decision which of the two compared middleware technologies is 
better suited for implementing a particular communications and organisation 
supporting IS is not possible. But based on the depicted strengths and weaknesses of 
CORBA and Web service technology it should be easy for a programmer to decide 
witch one to use for her or his individual implementation. How this could be done is 
briefly demonstrated in the next chapter. 
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7.2 Applying the Results 
 
This additional subchapter is aimed to briefly demonstrate how the findings of this 
paper could be used to support a decision if CORBA or Web service technology 
should be used as middleware for an actual implementation. 
 
Let’s assume that the Family Support Service (FSS), described in the problem chapter 
should be equipped with a communication and coordination system. This IS should be 
based either on CORBA or Web service technology as the middleware layer. At first it 
is necessary to define the actual framework within which the system is intended to 
operate.  
This is the automation of the everyday communication between the office and the 
nurses working in the field. Other parties are not involved in the communication. 
Both, PCs and mobile phones should be used as client devices. The main requirements 
for the messages transmission are confidentiality (customer data), reliability and the 
support of event notification (working schedule coordination). The software used in 
the FSS office for administration (e.g. maintaining customer data and creating 
working schedules) is a self-constructed JAVA program.  
Based on this short analysis of the application are, the recommendation in this case 
would be to use CORBA as the middleware layer. The main reasons therefore are: 

• The CORBAservices completely meet the message transmission requirements 
without any major additional implementation effort 

• The participants involved in the communication are not likely to change very 
often and the adoption of a shared object model is possible 

• The already existing object-oriented data model of the current software can 
smoothly be integrated 

 
The following two possible negative effects of CORBA as middleware solution 
should be considered carefully though, before a final decision is made: 

• A short survey of technical reports revealed, that of-the-shelf mobile phones 
older than about two years are not likely to have enough memory space for the 
ORB core to be installed. It might be necessary to exchange these phones 

• More important probably, is to consider the chance of a possible integration of 
some patients into the communication system. After all they are as well 
involved in at least the schedule coordination process, as they are the ones 
which take up the FSS’s service. In the case of their integration the system 
would loose its consistent character and would have to deal with loosely 
coupled components. And that is rather a strong point of Web services than of 
CORBA. 

 
This short example is aimed to show that after having analyzed the environment of the 
potential information system to be implemented, the results presented in this report 
make is rather easy to make a decision in favour of either CORBA or Web service 
technology as the middleware solution; or at least to detect critical aspects and 
potential problems of both implementations. 
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7.3 Further Work 
 
As future work it would be very interesting and helpful to implement two simple 
prototypes of an information system as it is specified in the problem description using 
both CORBA and Web service technology as middleware. The result would be an 
enrichment of the theoretical implementation carried out in this paper with specific 
implementation problems and technical details. Furthermore this implementation 
could be used to support the theoretically drawn conclusions or maybe correct 
possible misinterpretations. Finally these tow prototypes could serve as basic systems 
for implementing and testing new features like timeliness, scalability and other 
functionalities which might be important for future system improvements. 
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